The open-circuit potential and the entropy of reaction for Li in the intercalation compound Li y Mn 2 O 4 were simulated with the Monte Carlo method. Two variations of the Monte Carlo method were implemented: one with the open-circuit potential being held constant, and one with concentration of lithium ions being held constant. The entropy of reaction simulated by the constantpotential method agrees with the experimental data in terms of overall shape. The value of the entropy obtained from the simulation is also of comparable magnitude to the experimental data, but with a displaced composition dependence. Only open-circuit-potential isotherms were obtained from the constant-Li-concentration method because results were not sufficiently precise to generate a smooth entropy curve. Nonetheless, the isotherms obtained from the constant-Li-concentration method still capture the basic feature of an isotherm, such as the sudden change of slope at y approximately equal to 0.5 and the frustration of the ordering process due to the presence of pinned Li ions.
Compounds such as Li y CoO 2 , Li y Mn 2 O 4 , Li y NiO 2 , and Li y Ni 0.5 Co 0.5 O 2 have been investigated recently as the positive materials for lithium batteries. 1 Manganese oxide spinel, in particular, is an attractive candidate for the positive electrodes because of its low cost and environmentally benign characteristics. 2, 3 To design a lithium battery cell successfully employing manganese oxide spinel, heat-generation information for the battery is essential. From Thomas and Newman, 4 the entropy change in the manganese oxide spinel during discharge accounts for a significant fraction of the heat generated by the entire cell. Thus, fundamental understanding of the lithium intercalation reaction in manganese oxide spinel and its effect on the entropy of the intercalation reaction are of great interest.
Conventionally, the entropy of the reaction used in the energy balance was evaluated at some average intercalant concentration. However, numerous experiments had shown that the open-circuit potential and consequently, the entropy change of the system, vary with intercalant concentration. 5, 6 Therefore, assuming that the entropy change is independent of the Li ion concentration is a poor assumption. The focus of this paper is to discuss the dependence of the open-circuit potential ͑OCP͒ and the entropy of reaction on intercalant concentration in manganese oxide spinel at the molecular level by using Monte Carlo simulation.
Background
The entropy change when Li ions are inserted into a manganese oxide spinel can be determined with the following equation
where ⌬S is the entropy change, U is the OCP, and T is the temperature. ⌬S, as defined here, is the partial molar entropy of Li in the material at a given value of y, minus that of Li in pure Li, and divided by Faraday's constant F. The derivative in Eq. 1 can be determined by obtaining potential isotherms evaluated at various temperatures, then taking the derivative of the potential with respect to the temperature. Thus, obtaining the isotherm is the first step in determining ⌬S. Equilibrium conditions of the system can be simulated with either molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ or with the Monte Carlo method ͑MC͒. With the MD approach, the motions of intercalants are determined from the forces between the Li-Li interaction and the Li-host interaction. For the equilibrium properties investigated here, the MC method is adequately accurate and less computationally intensive than MD. Thus, instead of using the MD approach, the MC method was adopted in this work. The MC methodology and the computer program used in this work originated from Darling and Newman. 7 Several assumptions were made in the methodology. First, only the Li-Li interaction was accounted for in the MC simulation. The Li-host interaction was assumed to be independent of concentration. Moreover, only the nearest and the next-nearest neighbor interactions were accounted for because Li-Li interaction in Li y Mn 2 O 4 is short range in nature. Lattice expansion due to the intercalation reaction and temperature change was also ignored. Finally, periodic boundary conditions were assumed.
Lithium ions occupy the 8a sites and form a diamond lattice in the Li y Mn 2 O 4 spinel. A total of eight sites are present in a unit cell. Each site is given a number from 1 through 8, following the convention developed by Darling and Newman. The 8a Li ion in the cell can be considered as two interpenetrating face-centered cubic ͑fcc͒ lattices with the nearest neighbor being in the other fcc lattice. The lattice used in the simulation is a 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 5 cube containing 125 unit cells. Each unit cell contains eight sites, which leads to 1,000 total sites in the simulation. Four indices are needed to locate a site in the lattice. Three indices are used to locate the unit cell and one index is used to locate the site within the unit cell.
In a lithium-rich spinel, some of the 16d Mn can be replaced by lithium ions. 8 Three of the 8a lithium are clustered around the 16d lithium to compensate for the charge imbalance caused by the missing Mn ion. According to Ammundsen and Roziere, 8 the removal of a clustered or pinned lithium ion requires an additional 0.6 eV of energy and therefore is considered immobile in the simulation. The pinned lithium ions are assumed to have the same interactions with their neighbors as free lithium ions. The location of the pinned lithium ions is placed randomly throughout the two fcc sublattices. The energy of the pinned lithium sites was not calculated in the simulation since they are not mobile. In this simulation, 15% of the Li ions in the lattice were pinned, and this number was chosen arbitrarily.
Monte Carlo Method
The energy of each site at a fixed temperature ͑T͒, volume ͑V͒, and chemical potential ͑͒ is given by the following equation the site is occupied with a mobile Li and 0 if the site is vacant. Chemical potential is related to the OCP through the following equation
As reported by Gao et al. 2 o is 4.145 eV, and J NN and J NNN are 37.5 and Ϫ5.0 meV, respectively. The unit for and 0 is electronvolts and can be converted to joules by multiplying by the electronic charge, 1.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 C/electron. Negative interaction energy denotes attraction, while positive interaction energy denotes repulsion. Thus, filling next-nearest-neighbor sites can lower the energy of the system. This negative interaction plays a major role in the ordering/ disordering process and is discussed in more detail later.
To obtain the equilibrium configuration, the energy of each site, i i , is calculated. Then the occupancy is flipped, either from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1, depending on the initial occupancy number, and the resulting energy, i f , is calculated. Superscripts i and f denote initial state and final state, respectively. If
then the change of occupancy number is accepted. However, if
then the probability of the occupancy change, P i , is
where k is the Boltzmann's constant. This probability is then compared to a randomly generated number between 0 and 1. If P i is greater than the random number, then the change is accepted; otherwise, no change occurs to the site. This method is often called the Metropolis method. One complete MC step is when all the sites ͑1000 total͒ in the system are visited.
In the previous work done by Darling and Newman, 7 the isotherm was obtained under the grand canonical ensemble, that is, by holding the OCP, and thus the chemical potential, constant. The occupancy of each site was determined based on the Metropolis method discussed previously. Two hundred thousand MC steps were simulated at each potential to obtain satisfactory statistics. The amount of intercalated ions in the lattice was summed and divided by the total number of sites to determine the concentration of lithium ions.
To determine the entropy of reaction as a function of y with Eq. 1 and the OCP isotherms, the data point in the isotherms from various temperatures must be evaluated at the same y. As shown in Fig.  1 , to evaluate the entropy of reaction at y o , points A, B, and C are required. However, from the constant-potential method, points such as E, B, and F are obtained instead at fixed values of U. Therefore, interpolation is needed to obtain isotherms at different temperatures at the same y data point. To avoid interpolation and the possible errors associated with the interpolation, another method was developed to obtain the same isotherm. Instead of holding the chemical potential constant, the number of lithium ions is held fixed. The system is allowed to reach equilibrium by moving lithium ions within the system only. No lithium ions are allowed to move in and out of the system. The movement of lithium ions is governed by the Metropolis method within the canonical ensemble. For example, a site A, with a mobile lithium ion, was randomly chosen and its energy, A , was calculated. To determine whether this lithium ion moves to another site, first the occupancy of site A is flipped. Then an empty site B is randomly chosen, and the energy of this site with its occupancy flipped, B , is calculated. This is an energy calculation of the initial configuration and the final configuration. If B Ϫ A р 0 ͓7͔ then the occupancy of both sites is flipped, and the Li ion moves from site A to site B. However, if
then the probability of the movement, P i , is equal to
This probability is compared to a random number between 0 and 1. If P i is greater than the random number, then the movement is allowed. On the contrary, if P i is less than the random number, then the movement is not allowed. Since both energy values, A and B , are determined within the same system, the energy difference is independent of the system potential. One complete step is when the comparison, not the movement, is performed 1000 times or the number of total sites available. Two hundred thousand steps are performed at each lithium concentration.
Once the energy of the entire system has reached the steady state, the potential of the system is determined by using a pseudojump analysis as explained later. In the simulation, the pseudojump analysis begins after 40,000 steps. This analysis is performed at every 10 steps after equilibrium is reached. More steps are not necessary for this simulation because it does not improve the statistics. For a given step, representing a specific configuration of occupancy of sites, a value of U is calculated. These values of U are then averaged over the steps or configuration analyzed, which might number 16,000 at a given value of y.
The analysis for a given configuration begins by tabulating two sets of energy differences. A schematic of the energy differences tabulation can be found in Fig. 2 . For a site containing a mobile Li, the energy of the site, the initial state, and the energy of the site with its occupancy flipped, the final state, are calculated. The difference in energy between the final state and the initial state of occupied sites constitutes the first set of energy differences. Similarly, for a vacant site, the energy of the site, the initial state, and the energy of the site with its occupancy flipped, the final state, are calculated. The difference in energy between the final state and the initial state of vacant sites constitutes the second set of energy differences. These energy differences cannot determine the probability of occupancy changes because the potential of the system, , is unknown. Hence, the potential of the system needs to be guessed before determining the probability. For a site occupied with a mobile Li, the probability of the Li ion jumping out of the system, P out , is Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 149 ͑4͒ A493-A498 ͑2002͒ A494 and
Similarly, for a vacant site, the probability of the Li ion jumping into the site, P in , is
and
For a given value of , the expected number of lithium ion jumps into the system, P in * , is the sum of P in of all vacant sites
and the expected number of lithium-ion jumps out of the system, P out * , is the sum of P out of all occupied sites
The potential for which P in * equals P out * or, equivalently, P in * Ϫ P out * equals zero, is the equilibrium potential of the system. A plot of P in * vs. U, P out * vs. U, and P in * Ϫ P out * vs. U for y ϭ 0.528 can be found in Fig. 3 for one configuration. A search is performed to find the potential that leads P in * Ϫ P out * to be less than 10 Ϫ6 . With the isotherm obtained from methods discussed, ⌬S can be calculated by using Eq 1. The temperature at which the entropy change is calculated is 303 K. For simplicity, the derivative in Eq. 1 was approximated using a finite difference
Three different intervals were simulated with x ϭ 5, 10, and 20 K.
Results and Discussion
Shown in Fig. 4 is the isotherm obtained using the constantpotential method at temperature T ϭ 283, 303, and 323 K (x ϭ 20 K). There are three points at which the three isotherms intersect. They are at approximately y ϭ 0.35, 0.55, and 0.75. Between y ϭ 0.15 and 0.35, higher-temperature isotherms have a higher potential, and the derivative of the potential with respect to temperature is therefore positive. Between y ϭ 0.35 and 0.55, higher temperature has a lower potential, which yields a negative ⌬S. The trend reverses again between y ϭ 0.55 and 0.75, resulting in a positive ⌬S. Finally, the trend is once again reversed, and the potential derivative with respect to temperature is negative. The entropy curve at x ϭ 20 K can be found in Fig. 5 along with two more curves simulated at two other intervals ͑x ϭ 5 and 10 K͒. The value of ⌬S, given in mV/K, can be converted to J/mol K by multiplying by 96.487 ϭ F/1000 where F is the Faraday's constant. Shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are two potential isotherms and two entropy of reaction curves, respectively. Both plots compare the experimental data obtained by Thomas et al. 9 with the data obtained from the constant-potential simulation. Both the potential isotherm and the entropy curve obtained with the simulation matches the experimental data in terms of overall shape. The value of the entropy of reaction is also of comparable magnitude. From Fig. 7 , the experimental data possess one local maximum, one local minimum, and three roots, which agrees with the result predicted by the simulation. However, there are several aspects of the experimental data that do not agree with the simulation. The most obvious part is when y approaches 0.15 where, unlike the simulation, the experimental data do not show the entropy of reaction approaching infinity. Thomas et al. attributed the decrease in entropy in their system to the interaction of lithium with defects in the spinel lattice.
In physical terms, ⌬S is the entropy change associated with an incremental passage of lithium ions in the LiMn 2 O 4 spinel. According to Thomas et al., 9 when the Li concentration is low, introducing Li ions into the spinel increases the disorder of the system, which results in a positive entropy change. On the contrary, when sites with similar energy are almost saturated with Li, introducing more Li ions only decreases the degrees of freedom of the system and leads to a negative entropy change. This pattern can repeat for a reaction involving more sites with different energies. In this simulation, the system is modeled with two kinds of sites, the nearest neighbor and the next-nearest neighbor. Since filling the nextnearest-neighbor sites causes the energy of the system to decrease, the Li ions preferentially fill the next-nearest-neighbor sites first. When all the next-nearest-neighbor sites are filled, the system begins to fill the higher-energy nearest-neighbor sites. Therefore, at low Li concentration, Li ions fill the next-nearest neighbor first and increase the entropy of the system. As the concentration of Li ions increases, the available configurations for the next-nearest-neighbor sites decrease with increasing Li concentration, leading to a negative entropy change. Once the next-nearest-neighbor sites are all occupied, the Li ions begin to fill the nearest-neighbor sites, and the positive/ negative pattern repeats again.
As mentioned earlier, the amount of pinned Li ions is arbitrarily set. According to Darling and Newman, 7 the presence of pinned Li frustrates the ordering process and flattens the isotherm. This disruption of the ordering process could lead to a decrease in the magnitude of the local minimum and maximum of the entropy curve. The reason is because the pinned Li is randomly placed; therefore, approximately half the pinned Li is located in the nearest-neighbor sites. The presence of the pinned Li in the nearest-neighbor sites decreases the preference for filling the next-nearest-neighbor sites. The effects of pinned Li locations on the system are discussed later. This shift of preference allows the nearest-neighbor sites to be less undesirable, thus creating more configurations for the system as the next-nearest-neighbor sites approach saturation. Consequently, the entropy change becomes less negative as the next-nearest-neighbor sites saturate. Moreover, since more nearest-neighbor sites are being filled as next-nearest-neighbor sites approach saturation, fewer configurations are available after the next-nearest-neighbor sites are completely filled. Hence, the entropy change becomes less positive when the system begins to fill the nearest-neighbor sites and results in a small local maximum.
Note that increasing the pinned lithium concentration would decrease the entropy of the system. Entropy change of the intercalation reaction, ⌬S, however, would not necessarily be decreasing with increasing pinned Li concentration.
This simulation is implemented with a given configuration of pinned Li. Although the pinned Li ions are randomly distributed throughout the lattice, the resulting isotherm of the system still depends significantly on the configuration of pinned Li ions. This dependence is best illustrated in Fig. 8 , where one isotherm is generated with all the pinned Li ions residing in one sublattice, while the other isotherm is generated with the pinned Li ions randomly distributed between the two sublattices. As shown in Fig. 8 , the potential isotherm with pinned Li configured randomly differs greatly compared with the isotherms with pinned Li residing only in one sublattice, especially near y ϭ 0.5, where the change of potential is the greatest. To illustrate further the variation from various pinned Li configurations, 100 sets of pinned Li configurations were simulated at U ϭ 4.10745 V for the constant-potential method, and at y ϭ 0.528 for the constant-Li-concentration method. All pinned lithium ions are randomly distributed throughout the lattice. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . The deviations among various pinned Li configurations are significant, especially for the derivation of the entropy of reaction.
Thus, to account for the dependence on pinned Li configuration, more isotherms are simulated with different randomly distributed pinned Li configurations, and the resulting isotherms are averaged to obtain one isotherm. Figure 10 compares the isotherms simulated from one set of pinned Li configurations with isotherms simulated from ten sets of pinned Li configurations. Ten sets of pinned Li configurations, were chosen due to limited computer resources. Running the simulation with ten sets of pinned Li configurations requires ten times more computer time; however, with just ten pinned Li configurations, the difference compared to one pinned Li configuration can already be seen near y ϭ 0.5. Figure 11 shows isotherms generated by the constant-potential method and the constant-Liconcentration method at T ϭ 303 K, both averaged with ten different sets of pinned Li configurations. As shown in Fig. 11 , the two isotherms that were generated from different methods agree with one another. Although the constant-Li-concentration method generated a reasonably smooth isotherm, it does not produce a smooth entropy curve when differentiated with respect to temperature. Nonetheless, the isotherm obtained by the constant-Li-concentration method still captures the essence of the potential isotherms, such as the sudden change of slope at y approximately equal 0.5, and the frustration of the ordering process due to the presence of pinned Li ions. This suggests that the constant-Li-concentration method is correct, but the averaging of the statistics requires more work. Moreover, the principal difference between the two methods is the ensemble at which the average properties were evaluated. The constant-potential method uses a grand canonical ensemble while the constant-Li-concentration method uses a canonical ensemble. Since the ensembles are artificially constructed, the properties evaluated by the two methods should be consistent with one another. 10 Future work will further investigate the cause for this roughness in the isotherm for the constant-Li-concentration method.
Recently, Kim and Pyun 11 had published an MC simulation and experimental measurements on the Li y Mn 2 O 4 system after the submission of this paper. Interestingly, Kim and Pyun used a different equation to calculate the entropy change of the reaction in the simulation and obtained similar results compared to our work. Kim and Pyun had also compared their simulation results with experimental data that they collected and demonstrated good agreements between the two as well.
The entropy measured by Thomas et ing their measurements; therefore, they attributed the decrease in entropy in their system, which had 17% pinned lithium, to the interaction of lithium with defects in the spinel lattice, because an even more prominent decrease was seen in a doped spinel. In contrast, Kim and Pyun presented measurements for a spinel with less than 5% pinned lithium and saw no decrease in entropy over the measured states of charge.
Conclusion
Potential isotherms and entropy change of Li y Mn 2 O 4 were simulated with the MC method where the potential of the system is held fixed and the concentration of Li ions was determined. An alternative method, with the concentration of Li ions held constant instead of potential, was also developed to generate isotherms. The entropy of reaction predicted by the constant-potential method agrees with experimental data from the literature in terms of overall shape and the magnitude of the values. The isotherms generated by the constant-Li-concentration method were not sufficiently precise to produce an acceptable entropy curve, but the method still captures the basic features of an isotherm. Moreover, the configuration of pinned Li was found to play a significant role in determining isotherms. Therefore, a new isotherm was obtained by averaging ten more isotherms, each with a different configuration of pinned Li, to account for the variation caused by the configuration of pinned Li. 
